The Opticom™ Value

GTT builds on a 40 year legacy of leadership in the priority control market, providing:

• Highly reliable, scalable, and proven designs
• Solid integration and interoperability track record
• Leadership in EVP / TSP
• Benchmark used by Industry and Federal Government Studies
• Gold standard for reliability and support
• Significant ongoing investments in R&D
• Highly reference-able customer base
• A history of innovation to address the ever changing operating environment
• Backwards compatibility to protect your Opticom investments as technologies evolve

Making Opticom™ the low risk, high performance choice

Opticom™ is Distributed by:
YOUR PREMIER ELECTRICAL UTILITY SUPPLIER
cal signal corp

Temporary Video Detection
(as low as $10 per day)
Easy Installation!

No Flaggers
No Fixed Time Delay
No Temporary Ground Loops

650-343-6100 - SALES@CAL SIGNAL CORP.COM
Supplier of Intersection & ITS Products
Flir® Intelligent Transportation Systems

Thermal Sensor Products
For ITS and Intersections
Bicycle & Vehicle Detection
**DESIGNPOLE Company Introduction**

**DESIGNPOLE** offers pre-stressed concrete poles that are spun-cast with natural aggregates and then polished into a marble-like column.

- Available in heights up to 45 ft.
- **Maintenance free**: resistant to corrosion, salt air, snow salts
- **Attractive appearance**: Tapered or Non-tapered offer optional aesthetics
- **Long service life**: Strong and Durable offered with a 50 Year Warranty
- **ECO-friendly**: Manufactured with natural aggregates and recycled sand/gravel from our Redi-Mix plant
- **Versatility**: variety of heights and strengths, from 3' Bollards to 45' CCTV poles
- The mass of concrete pole minimizes vibration, resulting in longer lamp and ballast life
- Stiffness of concrete produces minimum deflection/movement
- One piece OR 2 piece, we offer the only HYBRID option using both Concrete base and Steel Shafts
- We offer base plate or direct buried for customer choice of installation
- We offer many cross arms, tenons, threaded inserts, wire exits of most every pole type installation
- **DESIGN Drain Pipe** come in the same color options to match DesignPole site lighting poles

◆ Website: [www.design-pole.com](http://www.design-pole.com)
◆ Address / Phone: 3250 Wilshire Blvd., Ste.1710, Los Angeles, CA 90010 / 213) 487-3036
◆ Wayne Howren, 714) 334-8546, [w.howren@design-pole.com](mailto:w.howren@design-pole.com) / Jason Bae, 213) 604-6869, [j.bae@design-pole.com](mailto:j.bae@design-pole.com)
RAFFLE GRAND PRIZE

TWO NIGHTS AT THE MONTEREY PLAZA HOTEL & SPA HARBOR VIEW BALCONY ROOM WEEKENDS INCLUDED

VALUED AT OVER $1,000
Hardened Ethernet Switches
Built for Tough Environments

EtherWAN Systems, Inc.
When Connectivity is Crucial

For more info contact: Eldon Dehnert
eldon.dehnert@etherwan.com
(253) 310-6171

www.etherwan.com
FORTEL
SAVING LIVES & The Environment
making roads and crosswalks safe
www.forteltraffic.com
Smart + Simple

Gary Gorans
Sales Engineer
Northern California
916-599-2588 mobile
NEW

Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons

INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS
Michael G. Montoya
Iteris Inc.
Phone: 408-442-4537
Email: mgm@iteris.com
WELCOME

43RD ANNUAL VENDORS’ NIGHT

Northern California Section
of the Institute of Transportation Engineers
norcalte.org
In 2001 Leotek introduced their first LED traffic signal, eventually becoming one of the largest suppliers of traffic signals in North America.

Over 7,000,000 Traffic Signals Sold Worldwide

- Patented, Innovative LED Optical Technology
- Easy Installation into Existing Housings
- Unique Masking Options Available
- Superior Thermal Management
- Intertek ETL Verified

- Enhanced Uniformity
- Engineered for Superior Thermal Management
- Meets and/or exceeds all ITE standards
- Environmentally Friendly
- Significant Energy and Maintenance Savings
1.9T Software

- Detection not affected by weather
- Advance, speed bin, collision avoidance, wrong way, bicycle, and stop bar detection zone in a single unit
- Stop bar vehicle extend feature
- Successfully detects and classifies bicycles
- 8 Zones - 8 Opto-isolated outputs
- 60’ to 600’ Motion range
- 60’ to 160’ Presence range
- Bi-directional detection in a single unit
- 7 Changeable 24Ghz frequencies
- 100% Non-intrusive roadway detection
Myers Power Products for traffic signaling and battery backup.

From pedestals to power houses and everything in between.
Ten years of experience

New for 2014 – Five Year Standard Warranty!
LumiStar XB7

- Industry leading in-roadway light (IRWL)
- World’s brightest LED crosswalk light
- Tougher 7075-T6 aluminum – new for 2014
- 5 Year Warranty
LumiNova

• Replaces failed *Spot Devices* products
• Spot Devices compatible drop-in retrofit saves time and money
• 5 Year Warranty
RAFFLE GRAND PRIZE

TWO NIGHTS AT THE MONTEREY PLAZA HOTEL & SPA HARBOR VIEW BALCONY ROOM WEEKENDS INCLUDED

VALUED AT OVER $1,000
Quality and Reliability You Can Trust
THE FUTURE OF DETECTION IS HERE.

Pod Detection System

Wireless Vehicle Detection
Western Pacific Signal

Pod Detection System

Wireless In-Road Sensor       No Repeaters!

Trafficware
Western Pacific Signal

Battery Enclosures

UPS Power Modules
Western Pacific Signal

THE GRIDSMART SYSTEM

Camera

Processor

GRIDSMART®
Accessible Pedestrian Systems & Buttons
Western Systems ...the leader in providing innovative solutions, support and manufacturing for the transportation industry.

1122 Industry Street, Bldg. B, Everett, WA 98203
www.WesternSystems-Inc.com
Phone: (209) 304-3517
Email: swilkerson@westernsystems-inc.com
Cabinets Built To Your Specifications

- NEMA TS 1, TS 2-1 & TS 2-2 Cabinets
- Caltrans 332, 334, 336, 340 & 342 Cabinets

NEMA Cabinet Features
- UL Listing
- Continuous Welds
- Stainless Steel Hardware
- Reinforced Mounting Holes
- Swing Down Load Bays
- Raised Panels Screened Both Sides
- Color Coded Wiring